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accelerating the use of DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY to
IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF WALES by putting the person at its core
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INTRODUCTION

THE WALES INSTITUTE OF DIGITAL INFORMATION IS A
DYNAMIC STRATEGIC ALLIANCE.
Since its launch in March 2017, WIDI has created an innovative
and sustainable institute that is able to move seamlessly between
the areas of research, product and service innovation.
Working in the WIDI Partnership, the Digital Heath and Care




Wales, the University of Wales Trinity Saint David Group and the
University of South Wales have the knowledge and expertise to
enhance digital workforce development in health and care and

    
   

innovation to establish medical data research projects.
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MENU

HOVER OVER AND CLICK THE IMAGES
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OUR MISSION
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DEVELOP

LINK

PRODUCE
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OUR CORE OBJECTIVES

OUR CORE OBJECTIVES WITHIN WIDI ARE BUILT UPON THREE STRATEGICALLY DESIGNED PILLARS:
PROFESSIONALISATION, SKILLS AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT | RESEARCH | INNOVATION AND ENGAGEMENT

pillar one

pillar two

pillar three

HOVER OVER AND CLICK THE ABOVE TO NAVIGATE TO THE THREE PILL ARS SECTIONS

OUR PILLARS enable us to build a solid foundation based on the overarching vision of the WIDI Partnership. By
having a structured thought process, our Pillars enable us to communicate clearly and effectively as well as assisting
in being a dynamic alliance in service development and the support we offer to individuals.
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OUR PARTNERSHIPS
CLICK ON BELOW LOGOS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information, please visit the UWTSD
website at: www.uwtsd.ac.uk

For further information, please visit the DHCW
website at: dhcw.nhs.wales

MENU

For further information, please visit the USW
website at: www.southwales.ac.uk
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OUR WIDI DIRECTORS
With a nursing background, Wendy holds an MSc in Change & Innovation, an
Honorary Professorship from the UWTSD and the professorship in Applied Practice
in recognition of her expertise and knowledge in championing professionalism in
technology and information.
Professor Dearing has recently been appointed Head of the Institute of
Management and Health at the University of Wales Trinity Saint David, a key
strategic appointment for the University.
Prior to her new role, Wendy was Head of Workforce and Organisational

PROFESSOR WENDY DEARING,

Development within the NHS Wales Informatics Service, overseeing workforce

SKILLS & ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

and registration; education and training; career pathways & CPD.

DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONALISATION,

strategy; workforce planning; recruitment and retention; professional recognition

As Co-Director for WIDI, Wendy has created and implemented Health informatics
Apprenticeships.
Wendy is also Chair of British Computer Society (BCS) Wales Health and Vice Chair
for Professionalism and has a passion for developing “the next generation” as well
developing professionalism across Health Informatics.

pillar 1
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OUR WIDI DIRECTORS

Andrew Ware is Professor of Computing at the University of South Wales in the
United Kingdom. His research interests centre on the use of intelligent computer
systems to help solve real world problems. Andrew is currently working on AI
related projects with several industrial and commercial partners.
Professor Ware teaches various computer related courses including artificial
intelligence, data mining and computer programming. Andrew is also a frequent
PROFESSOR ANDREW WARE,
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH

international speaker. Moreover, Andrew has successfully supervised more than
thirty PhD students and has been an active participant in several international
research and teaching projects.
Andrew is a Regional Director of Techno Camps, an innovative and ambitious
project that seeks to engage young people with computing and its cognate
subjects.

pillar 2
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OUR WIDI DIRECTORS

Professor Ian Wells has held several senior positions during his career including:
Pro Vice Chancellor Student Experience, Head of School of Computing, Assistant
Dean of Faculty as well as being a lecturer for many years. Currently, as well
as being a Director of WIDI, Ian is the Cwm Taf Morgannwg (CTM) University
Health Board Independent Member for ICT and chair of CTM Digital & Data Sub
Committee.
PROFESSOR IAN WELLS, 		

DIRECTOR OF INNOVATION AND
ENGAGEMENT

Ian’s research interests have included terrestrial and underwater sensor networks,
ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT), medical signal and image processing,
communications systems & computer networks. Most of his later research has
been in the Internet of Things mainly examining underwater environmental
monitoring and Novel routing protocols using natural algorithms for rapid node
movement. He has been an examiner, examination chair and supervisor for many
MPhil and PhDs.

pillar 3
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PILLAR ONE
PROFESSIONALISATION, SKILLS AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT 			
LEADING DIRECTOR | PROFESSOR WENDY DEARING
One of the aims of WIDI is to enable digital technology to be used to its full potential with the development of
CLICK TO SWITCH BETWEEN PILLARS

digital skills and professional standards for the current workforce and those up and coming.
WIDI is committed to inspiring and encouraging the establishment of professional standards in the field of Health
Informatics, developing academic qualifications and personal development opportunities for full time and part time
digital degree students. Opportunities have led to professional digital courses and accredited qualifications being

pillar 2

developed from Level 2 Health Informatics right through to PhD’s in specialised career-based doctorates. All these are

pillar 3

Not only does WIDI support those already working with digital technology, we are also supporting those whose roles

delivered by world leading teaching staff within the WIDI partnership.

are evolving following the implementation of digital systems into their daily tasks.
We support the development of our fulltime students, who are our workforce of the future. It is vital that we aspire
to share individual practice, international experience
and expertise of those currently working with our
RELEVANT LINKS

OUR CORE OBJECTIVES

partnership organisations from a local and national
perspective.

PILLAR ONE DIRECTOR
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PILLAR TWO
RESEARCH
LEADING DIRECTOR | PROFESSOR ANDREW WARE
Our vision is to be a leader in the research development of digital health and care for Wales.

CLICK TO SWITCH BETWEEN PILLARS

pillar 1

The evolution of digital technology in health and care is ever changing and to be ahead of the rest is our aim at WIDI.
To support this, our Pillar of Research is led by Professor Ware.
By working in collaboration, our two academic institutions together with the Digital Health and Care Wales and the rest
of NHS Wales play a major part in researching digital technology whilst understanding the needs of those working in
the service, as well supporting the need of the patient.
WIDI has become recognised as a knowledge base for digital based research, enabling dimensions of information and

pillar 3

digital technology to be used for social, political and economic development.

RELEVANT LINKS

OUR CORE OBJECTIVES
PILLAR TWO DIRECTOR
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PILLAR THREE
INNOVATION AND ENGAGMENT
LEADING DIRECTOR | PROFESSOR IAN WELLS
With our partnership between health, care and academia, we understand the needs of service through engagement
CLICK TO SWITCH BETWEEN PILLARS

pillar 1

and have the skills, knowledge and innovation to develop digital technology to support the service needs and
product design.
Working under our Director of Innovation and Engagement, Professor Ian Wells, and having extensive access to digital
labs we are able to use cutting edge technology to best understand the digital experiences and requirements whilst

pillar 2

providing rigorous testing in our unique environment. With two applied research Universities as part of our group we
have extensive experience across Wales of working with a range of organisations particularly in the health sector.
We understand business and the pressures and timescales involved in product development, we engage with organisations
to develop partnerships that will deliver new innovative product and applications drawing on the strengths of multiple
academics, business development departments and
researchers across South Wales.

RELEVANT LINKS

OUR CORE OBJECTIVES
PILLAR THREE DIRECTOR
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MEET OUR STUDENTS
Here are just a few of the fantastic students we have studying with us right now.
“The university staff have been a great help throughout this whole process. Regular drop in sessions with course co-ordinators,
as well as Q&A sessions with the lecturers provide extensive help for our assignments....” “...It’s given myself a lot of confidence
in my own working ability, as well as confidence in the organisation, and its ability to adapt and still provide the service it’s
required to during a pandemic” BEN ATKINS
Ben Atkins has been working for DHCW since 2018 and is studying for a digital degree. Watch his video to hear about
his story so far | Ben’s Story

“It’s given me loads of confidence so far, within the team, I deal with the developers now and I can understand what they
discuss, and I can build a website...”

“...and in 2 and a half years I’ll have a BSc in Computer Science specialising in Data

Analysis.” KATIE REES
Katie Rees has been working for DHCW since 2017 and is studying for a digital degree. Watch her video to hear
about her story so far | Katie’s Story

“The digital degree apprenticeship through the WIDI programme stood out above all others, as it covered a broad range
of subjects and I’m given a day a week in university to attend my lectures...”

“...the WIDI course has given me a broader

knowledge of a wider range of subjects, for example in the first year, we looked into; SQL coding for databases, software
development (C programming language), and web design (html and css). Having had these skills has enabled me to better
understand the needs of users we support”. LLOYD WILLIS
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ETHAN NEEDHAM started as a DHCW apprentice
towards the end of 2019. He has been involved in the
crucial work of enabling staff remote access to the NHS
network safely and securely during the pandemic, and
has gained extra confidence in himself as a result.
“...my job role is a core infrastructure apprentice which
enables me to spend time with the various teams within
infrastructure learning new skills. I will then be able
choose specific areas which really interest me and spend
more time with them”

Ethan was the star of the DHCW recruitment campaign this autumn.

ANDREW FLETCHER LLM, LL.B (Hons), PGDip (LPC); MBCS, FEDIPPra
Andrew Fletcher is currently studying on a Ph.D by Research programme with the University of Wales Trinity Saint David
under the WIDI partnership. As Lead for Supporting the Information Governance Assurance Framework for the Digital
Health and Care Wales, he is researching the Common Law Duty of Confidence and its application in Direct Care and
for secondary uses.
Andrew has widely lectured undergraduate and postgraduate students on data protection and data governance topics
at UWTSD and is an active member of the DHCW academic group.
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OUR WORK TO DATE
THE WELSH GOVERNMENT REPORT |

MODULAR COURSES |

Our Research for the Welsh Government Report is based around the IT systems

In addition to supporting the delivery of academic qualifications, WIDI through

any changes that have taken place as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

modular courses based on departmental digital training needs within the health

and database that connect to the patients’ medical records and aims to identify
HUMAN DATA INTERACTION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WELSH PATIENT
PORTAL |

and care environment. Delivered to specific groups by lecturers who are experts
in their specialised fields of digital technology, those attending gain invaluable
benefit of attending a short course related to their service needs. Bespoke

Working in parallel with a commercial development team, our Research and

Development (R&D) is moving at a pace to establish a rigorous academic validation
of key decisions using psychological research and User Experience Design (UXD)
principles.

Using the UXD principles will identify what the citizen will want when accessing their
patient record, with the key issues of including the impact of a low understanding
of medical risks and the sensitivity on medical data presentation.

courses recently delivered include: Digital Visualisation and User Experience.
DIGITAL DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS |
Accredited by the British Computer Society (BCS) to Chartered IT Professional
(CITP) level the Digital Degree Apprenticeship courses available through WIDI
have also been developed in collaboration with us. In doing so, those studying

for their digital degrees have the full confidence of knowing that their studies will

be relevant to their work environment and are recognised worldwide for their
high standard of course delivery. Subjects include: Applied Software Engineering,

PREDICTIVE MODELLING AND AI FOR PATIENT HEALTH MONITORING |
Intelligent Patient Monitoring through AI now has the capability to support
remedial lifestyle change recommendations for the patient to prevent potential
future illnesses.

Applied Data Science and Applied Cyber Security Management. Additionally, new

Degree Apprenticeship courses, being promoted by WIDI, have become available

including Digital and Technology Solutions, Digital and Technology Solutions
(Cyber) and Cloud Software Development.

By using developed techniques and partnering with an SME for product
development and sales we are well down the road to rolling out our IPHM tool.

its partnership is also able to support the delivery of bespoke credit based

More than 80 students are currently studying for their Digital Degree
Apprenticeships and over 50% are NHS Wales staff supported by WIDI.
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WIDI WALES / CHINA COLLABORATION |

INTERNSHIPS |

Our international work in WIDI has taken us across the continents to China where

Our Internship opportunities for students to work on exciting digital projects in

academic studies in courses developed here in Wales by our academic partners.

real world environments.

the global world of digital health and care has given us opportunities to offer

live health care settings enabling the skills learnt whilst studying to be tested in

Our close relationship with the Municipal Region of Chongqing, China and the

With our partnership including the dynamic digital arm of NHS Wales, WIDI is in

delivery in a different culture and diversity.

career within the NHS.

academic institutions within enable us to gain deeper understandings of service

Collaborative opportunities with the Municipal Region of Chongqing have included:

Translation into Mandarin of academic course delivery and Guest Speaker at the
UK/China Data Forums.

the perfect position to support interns with opportunities to lead to a progressive
To date Intern opportunities have included: Analysis and Data Management and
Systems Development.

YEAR IN INDUSTRY PLACEMENTS |

GUEST LECTURING |
A partnership between academic and health institutions has an array of knowledge
and talent that can be fully utilised in both directions.

Having access to experts in their fields offers students an opportunity to hear of

first-hand experiences which stimulates study as well as giving an insight in to how
it all works in the real world.

Our digital health and care professionals are encouraged to play a big part in
the delivery of academic services including course module development and
masterclass delivery.

Developing and encouraging the digital health and care workforce of the future

plays a big role in the way WIDI works. By enabling students to spend a year
working within digital health and care gives them an in-depth insight of what it is
really like to be in on the action.

Students are given opportunities to contribute to the development, implementation

and maintenance of the live digital systems which offers invaluable experience
and a possible option of a career within NHS Wales.

Previous opportunities have included: National Digital Programme Development.

Academic delivery opportunities for digital health and care professionals have

included topics such as: Information Governance and Security, Digital Health Care
Projects and National Programme Management.
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COVID -19 COMORBIDITY POPULATION RISK PROFILING |

LEVEL 2, LEVEL 3 AND LEVEL 4 HEALTH INFORMATICS APPRENTICESHIP
COURSE |

The level 4 apprenticeship, which is delivered by Coleg Sir Gâr, is open to those

currently working in or new to informatics within the healthcare sector. The

programme is designed to provide clear progression routes into a wide range of
roles where information handling is a key responsibility.

Playing a major part in its development, in collaboration with Coleg Sir Gâr, and

by having the extensive knowledge of the required skills required within Health
Informatics, WIDI has been able to make a major contribution to the requirements

Data mining techniques are pivotal in supporting the fight against the COVID-19

outbreak and we are making an invaluable research contribution by comparing
Welsh Covid-19 comorbidity data with that from international observatories.

In doing so our aim is to create a tool to assist in the identification of patients
known to potentially have a hidden or high-risk comorbidity and to provide
medical professionals with information that can assist with prioritising critical
resource allocation to those most at need of urgent care.

of these online Health Informatics courses.

Ranging from the entry level 2 up to the advanced level 4. Over a hundred students

from various professions within health and care across Wales and England have

enrolled onto the Health Informatics course, and are using their new skills learnt
whilst studying to develop their job roles.
PHD’S |
WIDI supports career development opportunities and encourages studies at all

levels. In the case of those who aspire to move into senior digital roles within
health and care, PhD studies are available through the WIDI partnership and those

currently studying have the potential to strive with the research opportunities
available to enable them to obtain their doctorates.

Research themes currently being studied include: Common Law Duty of Confidence,
Electronic Health-Record Co-production and Interoperability Architecture.
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CONTACT US



    
   

For further information we would love you to contact us:
info@widi.wales

or head to our website:
widi.wales
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A DYNAMIC STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
TO ENHANCE DIGITAL WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT IN HEALTH AND
CARE AND ESTABLISH MEDICAL
DATA FOCUSSED RESEARCH AND
INNOVATION
MENU

